Attendees:
Venky Gadde, Aditya Gali, Hemanth Penmetsa, Murali Boddu, Bharath Maddineni, Rajesh Tadikamalla, Manoj Tatikonda, Harsha Yerneni, Innaiah Yenumala

Non-Attendees with Notification:
Ram Bandreddi

Agenda:
• By-laws changes – discussion
• Sankranti Financials
• Ugadi event planning
• Sports events updates

Meeting Minutes Summary:
• Discussed by-laws changes suggested by by-laws committee and came up with team’s feedback.
• Murali and Bharath cut Sankranti videos, program by program, and uploaded to TAMA media account in you tube. Harsha wanted Priya to update videos descriptions, so that Venky can post them on Facebook.
• Since treasurer Ram Bandredddi is sick, Sankranti/January financials are not ready.
• Ugadi flyer changes discussed.
• Manoj will take lead on Ugadi food items order.
• Bharath said website designer is not available for the past two weeks.
• Harsha will follow up on Table Tennis and Chess events.
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